Abstract-In tele-rohotics delayed visual feedback to the human operator can degrade task perfarmabce SigniIicantly. To improve this, predictive display, uses a scene model to estimate and render immediate visual feedback based ob the operator's control commands. Traditional predictive display involves the calibration and overlay of an a-priori model with the delayed real video feedhack. In this paper we present an image-based method where the scene geometry and appearance is captnmd using structure-frommotion by an uncalihrated eye-in-hand camera mounted on the remote mhoL The model is then compressed and transmitted to the operator site, where it is used to generdte immediate feedback in response to the operaton movements. Celihration problems are avoided since the model is captured by the same scene camera as is being simulated in the predictive display. We show experiments where we capture the appearance of a robot hand and transmit it over the network to the operator site where the model renders scene appearance change in response to operator viewpoint motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
velocity commands we develop visionxontrolled robot arm and dexterous hand based tele-robotic systems [9] , where the control space is from 6 to 20 dimensional, see Fig. 1 . Our new technique accomodate larger viewpoint change than the case we solved before[lOl by combining geometric and image-based techniques. Our main contributions include:
We show how to merge previous work in geomew-based _ .
An imponnnr prohlcni in tele-rohoiic.r is to pro\ idc high tidclity However, limitations in terms of delays are inherent to transmission over a distance. Typical round-trip delays using e.g.
NASA satellite links are in the order of seconds [I I] . Using low cost alternatives such as the internet introduces additional unpredictability in the time delay and instantaneous bandwidth. It has been shown that as little as half ii second delay causes operators to lose direct connection between their controlling movements and the visual display [SI. Instead of performing smooth motions, inefficient "move, then wait and see" strategies are adopted. In predictive display the delay problem is eliminated by computer-synthesizing an estimated visual feedback imrnediately in response to the operator's movements. In most systems a CAD based line drawing of the object is rendered and overlaid on the delayed real video using an a-priori calibrated transform, For a survey, see [14] . However, impoltant applications of tele-robotics are in non-engineered settings, where precise models of objects and environments are difficult to obtain (e.g. remote exploration, emergency response. waste cleanup, space robotics). In a recent system, predictive display for a mobile robot is provided by geometrically warping the delayed video using a computer vision line-based model[ll. While a mobile robot is typically controlled using 2 dimensional steering and of example textures to a continuous dynamic fexfure synthesis P I .
We derive a new formulation of residual intensity variation capturing discrepancies between between the geometric model and the real scene and use this to compute the dynmnic texture basis.
We develop a HW accelerated OpenGL implementation wich allows cost-effective systems based on standard PC's and graphics cards, and in the experiments demonstrate real time model capture and predictive rendering on these.
Our method decomposes the problem of modeling the image change due to camera motion into two stages. In the first realtime visual tracking is used to capture a non-Euclidean model. The model represents an approximation of the true scene smcture, and is used to approximately stabilize texture patches during tracking. Second, using image statistics, a spatial basis is constructed which captures the residual intensity variation in the stabilized texture. Both the geometry and texture basis are parameterized in pose to enable rendering of new poses. From this model, predicted images from new camera poses are rendered to the operator by warping the modulated texhlre to the projected geometry. The advantage of our approach is that it decomposes the difficult problem of exactly capturing geome-try and aligning it with texture images into two simpler simpler tasks where the strengths and weaknesses of each of the two suh-methods complement each other. [121. In our method the approximate texture image stabilization achieved using a coarse geometric model reduces the difficulty of applying IBR techniques. The residual intensity (texture) variability can then he coded as a linear combination of a set of spatial filters (Figure 2 ). More precisely, given a training sequence of images I t , t E 1 . . . m and tracked image points [ut, vt], a simplified geometric structure P of the scene and a set of motion parameters xt = ( R t , at, bt) that uniquely characterize each frame is estimated from the tracked points using affine structure from motion (Section 11-Bj. The re-projection of the StructuW given a set of motion parameters x = (R, a, b) is obtained bv From the training image It and the tracked points [ut, v t ] , we flattem the triangulated image into a canonical texture I W t I,t = I t ( w ( u t , v t ) ) (2) Using the method described in Section II-A we then compute a variability hasis B that captures the intensity variation caused by geometric appmximations and illumination changes and the set of corresponding blending coefficients yt.
II. THEORY
'We detail the parameterization of camera viewpoints in Section 11-B 2) Predictive view synthesis: To synthesize a new predicted view I we first estimate the projection of the structure P in the desired view (specified by motion parameters of the current operator viewpoint x in Equation 1). Then, texture modulation coefficients y are computed and a texture corresponding to the new view is blended (Equation 3). Finally the texture is warped to the projected structure (inverse of Equation 2). The following sections describe this process in detail.
A. Dynamic textures
The purpose of the dynamic rexrure is to allow for a nongeometric modeling and view-dependent synthesis of texture intensity variation during animation of a captured model. To motivate our development of a time varying texture, consider that using the standard optic flow constraints we can write translational image variability as the modulation of two hasis func-
Here the image derivatives and form a spatial basis. Below we first extend this to 6 parameter warps representing texture transforms, with depth, non-rigidity and lighting compensation, and then we show how to stably estimate this hasis from actual image variability.
I ) Parameterizing i m g e variabiliry:
Formally, consider an image stabilization problem. Under an image constancy assumption the light intensity from an object point P is independent of the viewing angle [6] . Let I t be an image (patch) at time t, and I , a stabilized (canonical) representation for the same image. In general, then there exists some coordinate remapping 711 S.1.
I d P ) = I ( 4 P L t ) (4)
where p is the image plane projectlon of P. Hence, I , represents the image from some hypothetical viewing direction, and w is a function describing the rearrangement of the ray set from the current image It to I,. In principle w could be found if accurate models are available for the scene, camera and their relative geomeuy.
In practice, at hest an approximate function 6 can he found, which may be parameterized in time (e.g. in movie compression) or pose (e.g. in structure from motion and pose tracking). Below we develop mathematically the effects of this approximation. In Particular we, study the residual image variability introduced by the imperfect stabilization achieved by 6, AI, = 4 (6) -I u . Let 6 = w + Aw and rewrite as an approximate image variability to the first order (dropping t):
The above equation expresses an optic flow type constraint in an abstract formulation without committing to a particular form or parameterization of W . In practice, the function 1u is usually discretired using e.g. triangular or quadrilateral mesh elements. Next we give examples of how to concretely express image variability from these discrete revresentations. 2 ) Structural image variability: Under a weak perspective (or orthographic) camera geometry, plane-to-plane transforms are expressed using an affine transform of the form: This is also the standard image-to-image warp supported in OpenCL. Now we can rewrite the image variability Eq. 5 resulting from variations in the six affine warp parameters as:
Let {I)discr = I be a discretieed image flattened along the column into a vector, and let '*U' and 'w' indicate point-wise multiplication with column flattened camera coordinate U and U index vectors. Calculating the partial derivatives (Jacobian) of Eq. 6 we get a closed for Eq. 7 as:
where [B1 . . . B6] can he interpreted as a variability basis for the affine transform.
Similarly, a two dimensional spatial basis B d can he derived to account (to a first order) for parallax due to scene depth variation when model mangles do not perfectly correspond to physical planes. It has also been shown that a low dimensional inten- In principle B, can be derived from images alone using Eq. 8, while B d requires dense and accurate object depth information. In practice. we instead estimate both from actual statistics in the training sequence using PCA. This yields a transformed basis B and set of modulation vectors for each training image yk which captures (up to a linear coordinate transform) the actually occurring image variation in the true B (Eq. 9).
To estimate the texture mixing coefficients for intermediate poses, we first apply n-dimensional Delaunay triangulation over (9) the sampled poses xt. Then given any new pose x we determine which simplex the new pose is contained in, and estimate the new texture mixing coefficients 9 by linearly interpolating the mixing coefficients of the comer points of the containing simplex. Finally, a novel textnre image is generated by adding the dynamic texture variation to the reference (mean) image I , = It B y .
B. Geometric model
A structure-from-motion algorithm starts with a set of corresponding features (point, lines) in a sequence of images of a scene and recovers the coordinates of these features and the cameras poses relative to this representation (see Figure 3) . Dif A general structure fmm motion algorilhm exUact~ the ~t m~t~m and First, the algorithm recovers affine structure from a sequence of uncalibrated images. Then, a relation between the affine structure and camera coordinates is established. This is used to transform the estimated scene structure to an orthogonal coordinate frame. Finally, using similarity transforms expressed in metric rotations and translations, the structure can be reprojected into new, physically correct poses. Since we use only image information our metric unit of measure is pixel coordinates.
We next describe a more detailed mathematical formulation of the problem. Affine structure from motion Under weak perspective projection, a point Pi = (Xi, Yi, Z;)T is related to the corresponding pointpti = (uti, in image frame It by the following affine transformation:
(10) uti = stiTpi + a, uti = stjTPi + bl where it and .it are the components along the camera rows and columns of the rotation Rt , st is a scale factor and (at, bt) are the first components tlt of the translation t t . Rewriting Eq. 10 for multiple points (n) tracked in several frames (m)
W = R P + t l (11)
where W is a 2m x n mamx contains image measurements, R represents both scaling and rotation, P is the shape and t l is the translation in the image plane [17] .
If the image points are registered with respect to their centroid in the image plane and the center of the world coordinate frame is the centroid of the shape points, the projection eqnation becomes: 
where R(r) represents the rotation matrix given the Euler angles r.
111.
IMPLEMENTATION We have implemented and tested our method on consumer grade PC's for video capture, tracking and rendering. The operator views the remote scene on a monitor, and uses the mouse to change the viewpoint and mouse buttons to switch between rotation, translaiion and scale (zoom) mode. We mounted the camera to a pan-tilt head using a long swing arm and aimimg the camera inwards. By placing the pan-tilt center of rotation near the scene to be imaged the operator can control the viewpoint to sample the viewing sphere. This limits the viewpoints in the sample sequence to a 2D manifold, but by the re-projection property of the geometric model P we can from the model synthesize any 6D affine camera pose by varying the scaled rotation sR and translation [a, b] .
A. Model capture algorithm
We have implemented the remote-site tracking and capture part of our system using XVision [7] . To compute a model we process ahout 128-5 12 images of the remote site video under v qing camera pose as follows:
1) The operator selects the scene region to he captured in the model by clicking on 10-20 (trackable) image points 
2)
Using HW accelerated VpenGL each frame I t is loaded into texture memory and warped to a standard shape I W t based on tracked positions. (Equations 2). The standard texture shape is chosen to be the average positions of the tracked points scaled to fit in a square region as shown in Fig. 2. 
3)
We estimate the geometric model P from the tracked as described in Section 11-B and a texture basis B as in Section ILA The PCA is performed separately on each color channel in YUV color space. By separating the intensity information from the color, more eigenvectors can be used for the intensity chaw nel, and less for the color channels, saving both texture memory and rendering time. Typically the eigenvector cutoff k is chosen so the resulting composite model is about one fifth the size of the set of sample images. Hence, if bandwidth is limited it is most efficient to compute the model at the remote site, and then transfer it to the operator console.
B. Hardware Rendering
To render dynamic textures in real-time, we u~e NVidia graphics cards, and NVidia specific OpenGL extensions for texture blending (NV iegisterxombiners, NV iegisterxomhiners2) as follows: 1) For the new desired view compute the re-projection [U, U] from the pose x as in Equation 1. 2) Estimate texture blending coefficients y by interpolating the coefficients of the nearest neighbors from the coefficients, and poses from the training data.
3) Compute the new textures in the standard shape using Equation 3 and warp the textures onto the calculated geometry.
These operations are performed simultaneously in graphics hardware as follows. Basis images are stored in texture memory as 4 channel (RGBA) textures in signed 8 hit format. Hence each texture holds 4 hasis images, all 4 belonging to the basis for the same channel (U, U or V). Since the hardware we are using cm access 2 (GeForce 2 card) or 4 (Geforce 3 and 4) textures per rendering pass, up to 16 basis images (or 15 and the mean image) can be combined in a single pass. Using the register combiners mechanism, the 16 hasis images are multiplied by their 16 corresponding coefficients, and summed. The output is then convened to RGB by multiplying the scalar result by the row in a W V to RGB transformation matrix corresponding to the particular channel being rendered in the current pass. Each pass is then accumulated in the frame buffer using OpenGL blending. Finally, the dynamically generated texture is stored in texture memory, and rendered onto the object geometry.
Using the HW accelerated implementation we can update the predicted image at around 50 Hz using a lyear old GeForce 3 desktop graphics card, and at about 25-3OHz running on an basic GeForce 2-to-go in a lGHz laptop. To test our method, we have used it to capture a robot hand. The hand has fairly complex geometry which would he difficult to capture completely. Some parts of the object are occluded from some angles, and therefore would be very hard to track. Using our technique, a very simple geometric model (Fig. 2) can be used including only easily trackable points, and the dynamic texturing compensates for the geometric inaccuracy (note the partially occluded finger in the back is represented mostly by the dynamic texture, and not by geometry).
Iv. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To quantitatively evaluate rendering fidelity we measured geometric and intensity emon obtained with our dynamic texture and compared these with the view dependent textures used in other models from images work (e.g. in [31) . In view dependent texturing several texture images are used, and in rendering the one or a blend of several real images close to the virtual camera viewpoint are chosen to texture the model. To put the methods on equal footing each one was allowed the same amount of texture memory, To measure appearance error we computed the differences in pixel intensities between rendered images and ground truth real images of the same scene and viewpoint, see Fig. 5 . For the dynamic texture we got a smooth and low error of 0.56% (or less than 2 units on a standard Bbit/color channel quantization). The view dependent texture exhibits larger errors the further away the virtual viewpoint is from the real sample images. On average the error was 1.17%, but the high peak errors gave a visually unpleasant jumpiness in response to operator viewpoint motion. 
V. DISCUSSION
We showed how to capture object models from a remote moving camera and render predicted images from new views using a new type of image-based modeling where a coane geometric model is captured from images, and a time-varying dynamic iexiure is overlaid to compensate for errors in the c o m e geometry approximation. Our technique obliviates the need for expensive range sensors and calibrated setups to capture the remote scene geomeuy, and instead uses inexpensive consumer web or video cameras with a standard PC's. To enable real-time rendering we take advantage of recent advances in consumer grade graphics cards which allow blending of several transparent textures.
In the future we plan to integrate the predictive display with our visual feedback control system [9] . This would enable vision-based tasks like the light bulb replacement in www.cs.ualberta.ca/^ jag/videos/m2.mpg to he performed in a tele-robotics setting where the operator receives real-time photo-realistic predictive display in response to simultaneous viewpoint and armhand motions. In the current implementation the operator has to interleave separate viewpoint selection and armhand motion sequences. The main obstacle in our current implementation is the the texture basis mixture coefficients are indexed in global pose. To represent independent motion of the robot hand/arm we plan to change this to modulate the dynamic texture based on the local triangle configuration. We are also working on providing a 3D impression using CAVE and HMD stereo displays. Generating the left and right images is simple from our model by just changing the viewing pose by the interocular distance. It remains to integrate our system with real-time pose tracking of also the operator to he able to put the predictive display into the U of Alberta 3D immersive CAVE.
